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the wasatch softrip rip provides the ability to render the entire image in a single pass. if the image is
small, it is possible to render the entire image in one pass. if the image is large, the rip will render
the image in multiple passes. this will help the rip finish faster and reduce cpu utilization. the process
to do this is as follows: we recommend starting with single pass rendering and rendering the image
in one pass, if possible. this allows for the most cpu speed. once the image is rendered, it will be
rendered in multiple passes. the two passes are a black & white pass and a color pass. if the image
has a large dynamic range, then it may take several passes to converge on a decent level of quality.
the wasatch softrip rip is capable of rendering a large range of images with a single pass. if your
database is in the mol format, you will need to convert it to.csv or.dwg. this can be accomplished
with a simple batch conversion utility. if you use a conversion utility other than wasatch softrip,
make sure to check for the following in your conversion utility documentation: we are constantly
evolving our wasatch softrip software and this is a part of that. wasatch softrip is a global software
company and we are very much aware of the needs of our users around the world. we have been
listening to your feedback and addressing many of your requests. with the latest version of wasatch
softrip, we have made the following improvements: you can also upgrade your existing wasatch
softrip installation from the about this program window in the application. to do this, choose the
version of wasatch softrip you want to use and follow the instructions in the help file.
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